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The new SFS

Construction of the new Sydney Football Stadium
(SFS) was completed on time and on schedule.
John Holland started building the new venue on
behalf of the NSW Government in March 2020.
Despite the challenges presented by the Covid-19
pandemic, the construction shutdown, and wet
weather, work remained on track throughout the
construction period.
The SFS Redevelopment supported families
throughout the pandemic by keeping construction
workers in jobs. Approximately 1100 workers were
on site every day throughout the pandemic. The
project made it a priority to support local business
with over $500 million worth of contracts awarded
to NSW based suppliers and contractors, boosting
the NSW construction industry and providing a
much-needed boost to the economy.
Over 7000 people were inducted into the stadium
work site.
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PROJECT FAST FACTS
Total project budget

The new Sydney Football Stadium

$828 million

Total value of stage two contract $735 million
Design and construct partner

John Holland

Construction completed

31 July 2022

Stadium opened

August 2022

Project employment

About 1100 jobs during
peak construction
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Construction
facts and figures

Unobstructed views from every seat

Installation of roof

Steel and concrete facade components

42,500 seats installed (all undercover)
40,000m3 of concrete poured (equivalent to 16 Olympic swimming pools)
90,000m2 of concrete slab poured (the size of about 11 football fields)
6,500 deliveries of concrete
4400 tonnes of steel, including 2000 tonnes of roof steel
Nearly 1500 piles drilled into the ground to support the structure
Approximately 25km of electrical cable laid
10500m2 of ‘ready to play’ turf laid
64 food and beverage outlets with over 600 lineal metres of counter
Six public art installations by six separate artists

ROOF
4000 pieces of steel in the roof, lifted into place by six tower cranes and three crawler cranes
32,804 bolts used on the roof structure
19km of steel if all of it was laid out in a straight line
70,982 holes drilled across the roof structure and 42,560 fabric cleats used to secure the fabric to the steel

FAÇADE
325 precast concrete panels surround the stadium at the base, totalling 773.5m in length and 1560t in weight
980 curtain wall bronze-coloured panels that surround the external façade. If placed end to end, the panels would
reach over 1.7km
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Construction
timeline
December 2019

Demolition complete

March 2020

Start of construction – bulk earthworks

May 2020

Start of piling

August 2020

First concrete pour

September 2020

In-factory fabrication of the roof

January 2021

Start façade installation

March 2021

Start roof installation

April 2021

Concourse complete

October 2021

Topping out of structure

May 2022

Roof complete

May 2022

Façade installation complete

July 2022

Seat installation complete

July 2022

Turf installation complete

July 2022

Public domain works complete

1 August 2022

Practical completion achieved

The SFS Redevelopment required many
high risk working from height activities.
The original design featured precast
seating plats with 8m spans, resulting
in 3850 individual lifting operations.
Innovation was employed by John Holland
to redesign the plats. By increasing the
length and overall size of each precast
element, the number of lifts was reduced
to 860, which reduced exposure to heavy
lifting operations by 75%.
To further reduce working at heights
risks, the team developed handrailing
systems fitted to precast panels on
the ground, so when the element was
installed, it immediately created a safe
workplace, eliminating the need for fall
arrest harness systems.
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Six public art works including the Meeting Place Sculpture
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